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Abstract—Drosophila polytene chromosomes are widely used as a model of eukaryotic interphase chromosomes. The most
noticeable feature of polytene chromosome is transverse banding associated with alternation of dense stripes (dark or black
bands) and light diffuse areas that encompass alternating less compact gray bands and interbands visible with an electron
microscope. In recent years, several approaches have been developed to predict location of morphological structures of
polytene chromosomes based on the distribution of proteins on the molecular map of Drosophila genome. Comparison of
these structures with the results of analysis of the three-dimensional chromatin organization by the Hi-C method indicates
that the morphology of polytene chromosomes represents direct visualization of the interphase nucleus spatial organization
into topological domains. Compact black bands correspond to the extended topological domains of inactive chromatin,
while interbands are the barriers between the adjacent domains. Here, we discuss the prospects of using polytene chromosomes to study mechanisms of spatial organization of interphase chromosomes, as well as their dynamics and evolution.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297918040053
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BANDING PATTERN
OF POLYTENE CHROMOSOMES
Polytene chromosomes (PChs) of Drosophila salivary
glands represent a unique model of interphase chromosomes. Their giant size allows visualization of replication
and transcription processes, investigation of distribution
of chromosomal proteins at the cytological level, and
gene mapping [1]. The pattern of alternating bands and
interbands characteristic for PChs has been used for
many years for fine mapping of various cytogenetic markers. Interbands are the least compact regions in PChs with
the degree of DNA compaction of (1 : 3)-(1 : 15). Based
on morphological features, the bands can be divided into
two classes: grey and black. Grey bands are relatively fine
decondensed structures with the degree of DNA compaction of (1 : 54)-(1 : 63). Black bands are as a rule
thicker and contain the most compacted material; the
Abbreviations: IH, intercalary heterochromatin; PCh, polytene
chromosomes; TAD, topologically associating domain.

degree of DNA compaction in them can exceed 1 : 200
[2-5]. These bands are positioned at the beginning of sections and subsections in the classical cytological maps of
PChs [6, 7]. The intercalary heterochromatin (IH) bands
are the largest among black bands. They replicate very
late in PChs and do not finish replication, which results
in their distinct morphology that includes breaks, constrictions, and ectopic contacts [8]. It was shown for various Diptera species that the banding patterns are stable
and conserved in the polytene chromosomes prepared
from different tissues [9-13]. This fact itself suggests that
PCh banding reflects general organization of Drosophila
genome common for all tissues.
The problem in the validation of this hypothesis was
the absence of the data on the exact correlation between
PCh morphological structures and the genome map.
Several years ago, 32 interbands were localized on the
genome map, which allowed the conclusion that interbands display conserved chromatin organization and similar protein composition in various tissues. They consist
of open chromatin, and many of them include 5′-ends of
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housekeeping genes [5, 14-16]. The conserved properties
of interbands in different tissues allowed scientist to
develop an approach for predicting morphological structures in PChs based on the distribution of chromatin proteins. According to the results of bioinformatic analysis of
the distribution of interband proteins, Drosophila genome
was divided into four types of chromatin initially termed
cyan, blue, green, and magenta [5]. Later these terms were
replaced with aquamarine, lazurite, malachite, and ruby,
respectively [17]. In cultured cells, aquamarine chromatin
is enriched with proteins characteristic for PCh interbands, such as the interband-specific protein CHRIZ/
CHROMATOR, chromatin remodeling proteins, and
transcription factors [5, 14, 18]. Genes with promoters
associated with this type of chromatin usually demonstrate broad expression patterns. More than 90% of
ORC2-binding sites in the nuclei of cultured cells and
PChs from the salivary glands are located in this chromatin, which indicates its key role in the replication initiation [5]. Lazurite chromatin contains only small
amount of CHRIZ but is enriched with proteins involved
in transcription elongation. Lazurite chromatin typically
encompasses gene bodies [17]. Interband-specific proteins are completely absent from the ruby chromatin
which overlaps with the silent types of chromatin identified based on the analysis of protein distribution in cultured cells [19, 20]. Ruby chromatin is enriched with
Lamin, SUUR, and proteins involved in Polycombmediated repression [5, 17, 21]. Malachite chromatin is
enriched with the insulator proteins CP190, SU(HW),
and mod 2.2 [21].
The distribution of all four chromatin types is closely related to the PCh morphology. At present, all precisely localized interbands are associated with the aquamarine
chromatin. At the same time, not all aquamarine chromatin fragments correspond to interbands [5, 17, 21].
The thin grey bands and some edge zones of the thick
compact bands are formed by lazurite chromatin [5, 22].
It was demonstrated that zones of alternating aquamarine
and lazurite chromatin in the 10A-B region coincide with
the chromosome fragments in which interbands alternate
with grey bands [4, 5]. The IH bands and the large black
bands consist mostly of ruby chromatin (80% of total
length) with insertions of short fragments of malachite
chromatin (11%) [21]. It was shown for the 2R chromosome distal segment (cytological map section 58-60) that
ruby chromatin could serve as a marker of all black bands
including the thin ones [23]. Hence, the model of four
color-coded chromatin is a productive tool for associating
various PCh morphological structures with the coordinates on the Drosophila genome map (at least, for some
particular chromatin regions).
Figure 1 shows a fragment of chromosome 2R with
two black bands 44F1-2 and 45A1-2 separated with a
decompacted segment in which two fine grey bands could
be seen under a light microscope and six very fine grey
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 83 No. 4 2018
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bands were detected by electron microscopy (EM). Our
approach allows to establish the band boundaries and
shows that the 44F1-2 band corresponds to the 157-kb
DNA fragment, and the 45A1-2 band corresponds to the
134-kb DNA fragment. It is clearly seen that the separating 62-kb fragment is significantly more decompacted
and occupies a large portion of the chromosome. It is
composed of grey bands alternating with interbands.
Considering that grey bands are not clearly distinguished
by light microscopy, the terminology in the published literature can be sometimes confusing, when the light
decompacted regions between the large black bands are
called interbands. According to many years of studies, the
“true” interband is a structure with a characteristic size of
0.3-3.8 kb [24, 25]. Hence, the genome section of 62 kb is
significantly larger than a single interband. If we use the
presence of CHRIZ-binding sites as a criterion for the
interbands, the 62-kb fragment should consist of at least
six interbands alternating with fine grey bands, which was
clearly demonstrated by EM (Fig. 1).
Comparison of the data of analysis of selected individual regions of salivary gland PChs and the properties of
four chromatin types led to the suggestion that all most
compacted black bands associated with the ruby chromatin correspond to the genome sites fragments with the
properties similar to those of IH regions, i.e., to the clusters of tissue-specific genes and to chromatin types inactive in the majority of tissues. These fragments also replicate late in most tissues. The regions between them consist of alternating grey bands and interbands and are
enriched with housekeeping genes and replication origins, which is characteristic of the permanently open
chromatin that replicates early [4, 5, 17, 21, 23].

BLACK BANDS OF POLYTENE CHROMOSOMES
CORRESPOND TO TOPOLOGICAL DOMAINS
The concept on the correspondence between PCh
morphology and organization of Drosophila genome has
received a new perspective due to the accumulation of
data on the chromatin 3D organization [5, 28-32].
Recent studies, especially those using the Hi-C method,
showed that partitioning of eukaryotic genome into developmentally stable extended “physical” domains (topologically associating domains, TADs) is very common.
Interactions between DNA sections within these domains
occur with a high probability and are very dynamic, while
interactions between the domains occur at a much lower
frequency [33, 34]. These domains are organized hierarchically and can include several levels of smaller contact
domains [29, 32, 35].
By now, the results of Drosophila genome Hi-C
analysis have been published, and the boundaries of
TADs have been determined in cultured cells, embryos,
and salivary gland cells [28-30, 32, 36, 37]. Already the
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Fig. 1. Correspondence of black condensed bands in PChs to TADs in different cell types exemplified by the bands 44F1-2 and 45A1-2. a)
Morphology of a chromosome 2R fragment corresponding to a ~500-kb DNA region including two relatively large condensed bands (aceto
orcein staining, phase contrast); b) electron microscopy image of the corresponding DNA fragment of the PCh (adapted from [26]); c) localization of condensed black bands in PCh relative to on the chromosome 2R genome map; band coordinates are predicted with the algorithm
described in [23]; d) localization of sites enriched with CHRIZ protein on the genome map (according to ModEncode data [27]); e) localization of TADs on the genome map; TADs are identified using the Hi-C method in salivary glands (SG) [28] and four cell cultures (Kc,
OSC, S2, and Bg3) [29]; f) TADs associated with active chromatin (Active) and Polycomb/H3K27me3 chromatin (Pc) or lacking active
chromatin markers (Null) as determined by the Hi-C analysis of embryos [30]; g) fragment of the spatial interaction heatmap based on the
Hi-C data for PChs of salivary glands [28]. Genome coordinates are presented in accordance with the Dm3 release of the D. melanogaster
genome.
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earliest studies on the TAD boundaries in Drosophila
showed that factors defining these boundaries are to a
great extent characteristic of the PCh interbands [29-31,
38]. For example, CHRIZ was found to be the most
important marker for TAD boundaries [30]. The functions of this protein are not fully understood; however, it
was found to be a typical marker of interbands in PChs
[18] that can be used for the prediction of interband location in the genome [4, 5, 39]. It was demonstrated in [38]
that the greater is the strength of the boundary between
TADs (the value reflecting the drop in the probability of
contacts between adjacent DNA regions along the chromosome), the larger is the number of insulator proteins
mapped to the respective locus. Another important criterion of the boundary is availability of active promoters.
These factors are also essential for the prediction interband location in polytene chromosomes [5, 17].
The majority of TAD boundaries in cultured cells
and Drosophila embryos belong to the aquamarine and
lazurite types of chromatin, while the ruby chromatin has
been predominately detected in the topological domains
and is not separated by their boundaries. It was concluded based on these facts that TADs themselves do not correspond to the black bands, and their boundaries lie predominately outside the black bands [5, 17, 29]. In pri-
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mary spermatocytes, IH bands in PChs were found to
colocalize with domains characterized by the presence of
H3K27me3, that, in turn, coincided with the prominent
topological domains (prominent TADs) in various types of
cells [37]. The Hi-C analysis of salivary gland PChs
demonstrated that at least 95% of IH bands coincide precisely with TADs [28]. Moreover, the boundaries of TADs
identified in PChs allow prediction of boundaries in five
out of six black bands in PChs, which was confirmed by in
situ hybridization [28]. Despite the fact that the resolution of Hi-C maps (15 kb) does not allow identification of
PCh topological domains less than 75 kb long, Eagen et
al. hypothesized that all black bands in PChs (including
the shorter ones) are direct visualization of TADs [28].
The Hi-C heatmaps of the probability of contacts in
PChs presented in [28] clearly show TADs as regions
with a high probability of inner interactions located along
the diagonal. Many TADs look like almost uniformly
stained squares. Such homogenous distribution of color
indicates almost identical probability of interactions
between a pair of DNA sequences inside the band.
Therefore, it can be suggested that PCh band is a relatively randomly packed chromatin globule. Figure 2
shows a fragment of chromosome 3R. Using the
approach described in [23], we predicted coordinates of
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black bands
synteny blocks

Fig. 2. Correspondence of PCh black bands to contact domains in the heatmap constructed using the Hi-C data [28] for a ~5 Mb segment of
chromosome 3R (PCh regions 91-95). a) Fragment of the spatial interaction heatmap constructed using the Hi-C data for salivary gland PChs
[28]. Genome coordinates are adjusted according to the Dm3 release of D. melanogaster genome; b) location of black compacted bands in
PCh relatively to the chromosome 3R genome map; band coordinates are predicted with the algorithm described in [23]; c) morphology of
the corresponding 3R chromosome fragment (aceto orcein staining, phase contrast); d) scaled-up chromosome fragment (marked with rectangle above). The distribution of black bands was compared to the distribution of TADs in salivary gland PChs (TAD SG) [28] and embryos
(TADs Em) [30], as well as to the distribution of synteny blocks [66].
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black bands in this region by constructing a heatmap
using the matrix of contact probabilities in PCh (available
in GEO:GSE72512) [28]. The map is rotated by 45° for
the convenience of comparison, and TADs look like
intensely stained triangles. It can be seen that all the
bands clearly visible under a light microscope correspond

to the extended genome fragments and form distinct
domains enriched with inner contacts. They are separated by zones with predominance of exclusively short-range
contacts. Resolution of the Hi-C analysis and, as a consequence, of the heatmap does not allow elucidation of
the chromatin organization in these areas.
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Fig. 3. Interband separating two closely located 87B1-2 and 87B4-5 bands divides the TAD into subdomains. a) EM images of four examples
of the 87B1-2 and 87B4-5 band pair morphology (adapted from [43]). The bands are clearly separated by an interband; however, there are
fibers between them and local contacts (marked with arrows); b) Hi-C heatmap of PCh [28] shows that the chromosome region corresponding to the 87B1-2 and 87B4-5 bands forms a contact domain divided into two subdomains; c) according to [28], this locus contains one TAD
that includes both bands and whose boundaries coincide precisely with the boundaries of the bands; d) localization of bands on the genome
map according to [41]; e) localization of CHRIZ-enriched sites on the genome maps of four cell lines (according to the data from ModEncode
[27]). The CHRIZ-binding site common for all four cell lines coincides precisely with the boundary of subTADs visible in the heatmap.
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The current terminology recognizing TADs, interTADs, and TAD boundaries has been suggested based on
the early papers on the whole-genome analysis of 3D
chromatin organization [40]. However, it has become
clear that classifying the 3D organization using linear
domains oversimplifies the subject. In reality, genome 3D
structure is a complex, multilevel system of domains with
a high probability of intra-contacts. The hierarchical level
TAD is only a matter of convention [29, 32, 34, 35].
Comparison of the pattern of wide bands in PChs
and the heatmap of contacts along the chromosome
reveals that clearly defined undivided TADs exists only
when the extended bands are separated by lengthy regions
of decompacted grey bands and interbands. At the same
time, many groups of closely located bands could be associated with a single TAD. However, detailed analysis of
the heatmap revealed clearly pronounced subTADs corresponding to individual bands, as shown in Fig. 3 for the
87B region. Two closely located bands, 87B1-2 and 87B45, had been identified on the genome map earlier as they
are associated with the IH regions [39]. Their boundaries
were later refined in [41]. It can be seen in the EM images
that these bands are attached to each other at several sites,
with chromatin fibers between them. Nevertheless, they
are two separate bands. According to Hi-C analysis, these
bands form single TAD in the PCh; however, the heatmap
clearly demonstrates the existence of individual subdomains separated by the interband (Fig. 3).
Comparison of the PCh Hi-C heatmap and distribution of black bands along the entire 2R chromosome
showed that virtually all TADs identified in PCh corresponded to the black bands or groups of closely located
black bands with each band in these groups corresponding to subTADs [42].

ARE REGIONS BETWEEN BLACK BANDS
OF POLYTENE CHROMOSOMES ACTIVE TADs
OR INTER-TADs?
The 15-20-kb resolution of Hi-C maps is not sufficient for identification of TADs less than 75-80 kb in
length by statistical methods [28, 29]. The gaps between
these large domains are automatically assigned to interTADs. Considering that the majority of these extended
topological domains are characterized by silent chromatin types, it was suggested that the ability to form
TADs is the feature of closed chromatin, its inherent
property determined by the propensity of deacetylated
histones for short-term association [29]. TADs identified
by analysis of 3D chromatin organization in salivary gland
PChs correspond to largest black bands that, as shown in
other studies, consist predominately of the silent chromatin [5, 39].
Hi-C maps with a resolution of 4-10 kb were
obtained by two groups of researchers for Drosophila
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 83 No. 4 2018
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embryos and Kc cells [30, 36]. TADs identified in these
studies harbored 98% of genome euchromatin; hence, the
studied genomes lacked inter-TADs. All topological
domains in embryos were divided into four groups
according to the chromatin specific features: Active,
PcG, HP1, and Null domains. The Null domains were
not enriched with any known histone modification;
instead, they were enriched with histone H1 and lamin
[30]. The last three types of domains can be considered
silent type domains. Despite the fact that all four types of
domains were assigned to TADs, active and silent chromatin domains significantly differ in the manner of chromatin packing [30, 37]. If the probability of interactions
between DNA regions in the active domains drops exponentially with the increase in the distance between them,
silent type domains demonstrate a high probability of
long-range intradomain contacts that does not depend on
the distance due probably to the high degree of chromatin
compaction [30]. The active domains in Drosophila are
usually short. Assignment of these domains to TADs
seems paradoxical, it is based on the fact that they contain
a large number of binding sites for proteins characteristic
of TADs boundaries. Apparently, accepting more rigid
criteria for defining the boundaries of topological
domains would lead to their fragmentation.
Figure 1 shows that the black bands 44F1-2 and
45A1-2 in a short fragment of chromosome 2R correspond to TADs identified in PCh [28]. Moreover, these
bands correspond to TADs in cultured cells [29] and
TADs of the Null type found in Drosophila embryos [30].
The gap between the bands was identified as an interTAD in PChs and cultured cells, bit as an active TAD in
Drosophila embryos. Note that the gap contains multiple
interbands in PChs and multiple binding sites for
CHRIZ, a marker of interbands and topological domain
boundaries. You just have to take a look at the PCh in
order to understand that the difference in the flexibility of
PChs and chromosomes from diploid cells plays is equally important as the method resolution. If in a diploid cell,
closely located small active chromatin domains have a
high probability to become spatially close, in the much
less flexible PCh, these domains are rigidly separated by
interbands.
Recently, the 3D organization of chromatin from
Drosophila embryos was analyzed with an unprecedented
resolution of 500-1000 bp [32]. Such high resolution
allowed identification of contact domains ranging from
several kilobases to hundreds kilobases. Using the region
10A-10B, in which all thick and fine bands had been previously mapped in great detail [4], the authors showed
that both thick black bands and fine grey bands formed
TADs; interbands were located precisely on their boundaries [30].
Therefore, while black bands of polytene chromosomes have been assigned to TADs in various cell types
irrespectively of the resolution of the Hi-C method used,
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the regions between them can correspond to inter-TADs,
active TADs, or consist of alternating short (2-30 kb)
domains divided by the boundaries of ~1 kb depending on
the method resolution.

POLYTENE CHROMOSOMES AS A MODEL
FOR THE STUDIES OF THE MECHANISMS
OF FORMATION OF TAD BOUNDARIES
AND THEIR DYNAMICS
Two major mechanisms responsible for the formation of boundaries between TADs are currently debated.
The first mechanism involves localization at the domain
boundaries of insulator proteins that prevent spatial interactions between the chromatin fibril regions on both sides
of the boundary. The alternative mechanism engages
active transcription, when the regions of open hyperacetylated chromatin separate the regions of inactive
chromatin self-assembling into compact globules [29,
34]. Both mechanisms can be illustrated using PCh morphology as an example.
Loosely compacted interbands in PCh separate compact chromatin globules and coincide with the TAD
boundaries established at a very high resolution, which
indicates that interbands represent perfect visualization of
the TAD boundaries. Interbands in PChs have been
attracting attention of researchers for many years. A massive set of cytogenetic tools for their investigation has
been developed, in particular, for creation of artificial
interbands with the help of ectopic recruitment of interband proteins to the bands [44-46].
Comparison of dynamics of chromosome partition
into TADs in different cell types indicates that transcription activation of tissue-specific genes correlates with
either the loss of respective TADs or their division into
subTADs [34]. If we accept the hypothesis that the morphological structure band reflects local compaction of the
genomic material, then the change in PCh morphology
following transcription initiation represents perfect illustration of this phenomenon. It is well known that expression of genes in PChs can cause significant changes of
their structure. For some genes, it is emergence of huge
puffs, for other – slight decompaction and thickening of
the band that sometimes can be seen only by EM.
Nevertheless, high levels of gene expression are accompanied by changes in the PCh morphology [47-51].
Detailed EM analysis of the development of 18 puffs
[48] showed that in the majority of cases, uniform decondensation of the entire band occurred during the puff
development. However, there were cases when only a middle part or the edges of the band decondensed. Moreover,
sometimes puffs were formed as a result of simultaneous
decondensation of two, three, or four bands. These results
indicate complex spatial organization of chromatin bands
and illustrate unique possibilities of visualization of the

chromatin organization dynamics provided by PCh. In
the light of newly developed approaches that allow establishment of genomic coordinates of the bands with a high
accuracy, it would be extremely interesting to analyze 3D
chromatin structure and properties of expression of genes
forming different types of puffs.
As a rule, puffs develop during expression of genes
with specific functions in PChs. These genes are mostly
localized in the ruby chromatin, i.e., in the black bands
[5]. Interbands, on the other hand, are enriched with promoters of housekeeping genes. In many cases, when
genes have promoters in an interband adjacent to the
black band, the gene bodies are located within the black
band [52].
Hou et al. compared genome division into TADs
based on the analysis of 3D chromatin structure in Kc
cells [36], and five types of chromatin identified by analysis of protein distribution in these cells [19]. The authors
found that many topological domains were represented by
inactive chromatin, but also contained regions of open,
predominately YELLOW chromatin (typical for housekeeping genes) at their boundaries. It was found that TAD
boundaries corresponded to the gene promoters, while
the bodies of these genes, even when transcriptionally
active, with within the TADs. This fact once again illustrates the similarity between TADs and bands and
demonstrates that active chromatin can be a part of generally inactive contact domain.
The question on how the presence of transcriptionally active gene at the band boundary affects the morphology of this boundary requires special investigation.
Detailed cytogenetic analysis of the small locus 61C761C8 of chromosome 3L using the high-resolution
microscopy was reported in [53]. Cytological structures
and genome coordinates in this region were compared
with a high accuracy by in situ hybridization using over 20
probes. The authors assigned positions of four identified
bands in this region to the color model of chromatin [5]
and showed that in three cases (when the boundary of the
band predicted by the model did not contain an actively
transcribed gene and lazurite chromatin), the model
worked very accurately. In the case, when lazurite chromatin was located at the boundary of a predicted band,
the boundary of the morphologically decompacted chromatin was shifted (see Fig. 4 in [53]).
These examples demonstrate that the PCh morphology allows visualization of both stable spatial chromatin
organization into TADs conserved in different types of
cells and its dynamics related to the gene expression.

SPECIFIC PROPERTIES
OF PCh SPATIAL ORGANIZATION
In this review, we aimed to demonstrate that PCh
morphology represents visualization of the universal
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 83 No. 4 2018
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organization of an interphase chromosome (see above).
At the same time, it is obvious that the properties of PChs
differ significantly from those of regular chromosomes.
The structure formed as a result of 10 rounds of replication and consisting of more than one thousand DNA
strands cannot be as flexible as a single DNA molecule.
Moreover, DNA strands in the PCh cannot form contacts
with the remote regions of the same chromosome or of
other chromosomes. This results in the absence of compartments and long-range interactions, as it was demonstrated directly by the Hi-C analysis of salivary gland
PChs [28]. At the same time, long-range interactions still
exist in the squash PCh preparations. Thus, it is well
known that the IH regions interact with each other forming the so-called ectopic contacts [8]. These regions can
be covalently linked due to incomplete replication in a
combination with the DNA repair [54, 55]. This is why
ectopic contacts can be seen in chromosome preparations
fixed with acetic acid (used for common staining).
Preparation treatment with formaldehyde results in the
larger number of attachments between the regions.
However, the frequency of these contacts is negligibly low
in comparison with the frequency of contacts between the
distant regions in the open or closed chromatin in diploid
cells. This raises the question on the importance of longrange interactions and organization of chromatin into
compartments in the interphase nucleus for transcription.
Many Drosophila larval tissues carry polytene chromosome with a high level of ploidy that are actively transcribed [56].
Classical Hi-C matrices of spatial interactions are
constructed based on averaged data from a large number
of cells. It is this averaging that allows identification of
stable topological domains with sharp boundaries. The
packing of individual molecules is stochastic, as revealed
by analysis of spatial interaction in individual cells (see
review [57]). In PChs, we see bundles of chromatin fibers,
in which fragments corresponding to physical domains
are aligned and look like single structures; in an individual chromosome, we can see an averaged pattern of chromatin packing.
Probes corresponding to interbands are positioned
strictly perpendicular to the chromosome in in situ
hybridization [4, 53], which indicates that DNA molecules in these structures are well aligned relatively to each
other along the chromosome axis. This is also corroborated by the morphology of the interband itself. How is
DNA arranged in the bands? Based on the Hi-C
heatmap, where large bands correspond to the regions
with high number of inner contacts and each site possesses an ability to interact with any other site, it can be suggested that a PCh band comprises a globule of uniformly
mixed material. However, there are also data that distribution of DNA in large bands is not random. The results
of in situ hybridization of probes specific for the 54B1-2
band on the sections of polytene chromosomes were anaBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 83 No. 4 2018
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lyzed by electron microscopy [58]. Despite the fact that
the band structure changes during denaturation required
for hybridization, the signal localized perpendicular to
the band; the dots corresponding to the probe location on
individual DNA strands formed a “cloud” that only partially occupied the band area. The results of in situ
hybridization of probes corresponding to the band middle
part and boundaries were presented in [28]. It can be seen
in the images that the probes did not mix; the area that
bound the probe specific to the band middle part was separated by unstained section from the parallel areas stained
with the probe specific for the band boundaries. We performed simultaneous immunolocalization of probes corresponding to the boundaries and the middle part of the
complex IH band 75C1-4 on chromosomes of Drosophila
larvae with mutations in the SuUR gene (with no underreplication in the IH bands) [59]. In all the cases, signals
corresponding to the boundary- and middle-specific
probes did not overlap. Overexpression of the SuUR genes
causes significant changes in the morphology of the
largest bands – they turn into huge “bubbles” from which
the majority of proteins, including histones, escape [59,
60]. It is possible that one of the reasons for the “bubble”
formation is electrostatic repulsion of DNA molecules
lacking histones. The probes corresponding to the middle
part and boundaries of the bans hybridized to the significant portion of the “bubble”, but the signals from these
probes did not overlap, which once again suggests a certain order in the DNA distribution in the band [59, 60].
Another proof for the DNA organization in at least some
individual bands is puff formation in the middle of the
band. It separates the band into two parts, and the decondensed fragment is strictly perpendicular to the chromosome axis [48].
Compact bands are very similar in their morphology.
They are all associated with the ruby chromatin. However,
ruby chromatin combines two fundamentally different
types of chromatin: Polycomb chromatin (BLUE chromatin according to Filion et al. [19]) and Null chromatin
(BLACK chromatin [19]). The first one is characterized
by gene repression mediated by proteins from the
Polycomb group. The second one is characterized by the
absence of active transcription and active chromatin
marks, high levels of histone H1 and lamin, and the
absence of specific mechanisms for additional chromatin
compaction. Analysis of 3D chromatin organization in
Drosophila embryo cells showed [30] that all three types of
inactive topological domains differed considerably from
the active domains in the type of chromatin packing;
however, there was no significant difference between the
Null, Polycomb, and HP1 domains. Examination of
chromatin in diploid cells using super-resolution
microscopy demonstrated that not only active and inactive chromatin domains, but also various types of inactive
chromatin domains display different types of inner chromatin packing [61]. The packing corresponding to the
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model of self-organizing fractal globule was observed in
transcriptionally active and transcriptionally inactive
(Null) chromatin. Polycomb-repressed domains were the
most compactly packed and displayed a complex type of
packing. All three types of domains exhibited an exponential dependence of the 3D physical size and the
domain length on the genome map; however, the exponents values differed significantly. The authors concluded
that transcription actively decompacts domains, the compacting proteins actively compact the domains, and the
Null chromatin is packed in accordance with the molecular crowding laws. The question whether the bands
formed by the Polycomb and Null types of chromatin in
PChs differ in the DNA organization still remains.

BLACK BANDS OF POLYTENE CHROMOSOMES
ARE EVOLUTIONARILY CONSERVED
TOPOLOGICAL DOMAINS
Organization of eukaryotic genomes into relatively
autonomous physical domains in different types of cells
raises the question on functional significance of these
domains. It was shown both for mammals and Drosophila
that the majority of enhancer–promoter interactions
were within the limits of topological domains [34]. Razin
and Ulianov suggested in their review [34] that the role of
TADs in the ordering of interactions between regulatory
domains is more pronounced in mammals than in
Drosophila. Genome organization into topological
domains in Drosophila is formed passively due to the selfassembly of inactive regions. However, Drosophila has a
complex network of interactions between enhancers and
promoters [62]. Comparison of the distribution of conserved non-coding genomic elements (many of which
correspond to enhancers of developmental genes and
form evolutionarily conserved syntenic clusters [63, 64])
with TAD boundaries demonstrated close relationship
between them. The majority of clusters colocalize with
single TADs; moreover, the boundaries of the cluster and
the respective TADs almost coincide [64].
We investigated the degree of conservation of 60 IH
regions described in [39] and showed that these regions
were genome fragments with a conserved order of genes
characterized by low frequency of synteny breaks. It was
found that syntenic blocks corresponding to the IH
regions were located among the most prolonged blocks in
genomes of D. melanogaster and other species. We also
demonstrated that the low gene density in the IH regions
of D. melanogaster is an evolutionarily conserved feature.
We suggested that not only the order of genes but also the
repressive status of chromatin have been preserved during
evolution, and these blocks remain silent and late-replicating domains in other species of Drosophila genus as
well [41]. We also showed that the IH regions are enriched
with highly conserved non-coding sequences, thereby

suggesting the existence of a complex network of regulatory elements in these regions that defines a high degree
of conservation of the gene order in them [65].
Coincidence of IH bands with topological domains
allows to extrapolate the conclusion on the conservation
of the gene order in the largest black bands onto TADs.
The similarity of chromatin organization in IH bands and
smaller black bands suggests that the revealed features can
be typical for all inactive TADs. Black bands, TADs, and
synteny blocks identified in the study of Von Grotthuss
and co-authors [66] are compared in Fig. 1. It can be seen
that the majority of bands are represented by the combined synteny blocks, and the boundaries of synteny
blocks are close to the band boundaries and to the TAD
boundaries. Hence, PChs can serve as a useful tool for
analyzing the features of Drosophila genome evolution.
In conclusion, the morphology of PCh is a direct
visualization of the universal mechanisms of the interphase nucleus spatial organization into topological
domains. Compact black bands correspond to extended
topological domains consisting predominantly of inactive
chromatin. Interbands comprise barriers between the
contact domains. We believe that PChs could be a perfect
model for investigation of the mechanisms of interphase
chromosome spatial organization, dynamics, and evolution not only in the past, but also in the future.
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